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The development of a real-time flooding operation model

in the Tseng-Wen Reservoir
APPENDIX KW-GIUH

As shown in Figure 11, based on the Horton–Strahler order-

ing scheme, a watershed of order Ω can be divided into

different states, such as xoi for the i-th order overland flow

regions and xi for the i-th order channels, where

i ¼ 1, 2, :::, Ω. The instantaneous unit hydrograph u(t) of

the watershed can be expressed as Equation (11)

(Rodríguez-Iturbe & Valdes ).

uðtÞ ¼
X
w∈W

fxoiðtÞ�fxiðtÞ�fxjðtÞ�:::�fxΩðtÞ
h i

w
�PðwÞ (11)

where fxoi is the travel-time probability density function in

state xoi with a mean value of Txoi ; fxj is the travel-time prob-

ability density function in state xj with a mean value of Txj ; *

denotes a convolution integral; P(w) is the probability of a
Figure 11 | Flow paths of the third-order watershed with Strahler stream-ordering

system (cited from Lee & Yen (1997)).
drop of effective rainfall adopting path w; W is the flow

path space given as 〈W ¼ xoi, xi, xj, :::, xΩ〉 and the

relationship between i and j means the subsequent

state of the flow from an ith order channel to a jth order

channel.

The travel-time probability density function, for both

overland-flow and channel-flow states, is assumed to be an

exponential distribution. Figure 12 shows the runoff struc-

ture for a second-order watershed. In this figure, the ith-

order hillslope in the watershed is conceptually simplified

as a V-shaped model. By using kinematic-wave approxi-

mation, Lee & Yen () derived travel time equations for

different orders of overland areas and streams. The runoff

travel time for a specified flow path can be estimated as

Equation (12) (Lee & Yen ).
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where Tw is the runoff travel time for a specified flow pathw;

Toci is the mean runoff travel time on the ith-order overland

planes; Tcck is the mean runoff travel time in the k-th order

channels; �Loi is the mean length of the ith-order overland

flow; �Lck is the mean length of the kth-order channel; ie is
Figure 12 | V-shaped subbasins (cited from Lee & Chang (2005)).
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the rainfall excess intensity; �Soi is the mean ith-order over-

land slope; �Sck is the mean kth-order channel slope; Bk is

the width of the kth-order channel; Ω is the order of the

watershed stream network; no and nc are the roughness

coefficients for overland-flow areas and channels, respect-

ively; and hcok is the inflow depth of the kth-order channel

due to water transported from upstream reaches. The

value of hcok is equal to zero for k¼ 1 because no channel

flow is transported from upstream. For 1< k � Ω, hcok is

expressed as Equation (13) (Lee & Yen ).
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where Nk is the number of kth-order channels; and �Ak is the

mean of the drainage area of order k. Consequently, the

runoff travel time for different orders of overland-flow
paths and channels can be estimated by using Equations

(12) and (13), and then the travel time values can be substi-

tuted into Equation (11) to obtain the watershed

instantaneous unit hydrograph (IUH) for rainfall-runoff

simulation.
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